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ABSTRACT
HIGHER DIMENSIONAL SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC 
GRAVITATIONAL THEORIES
Emre Sermutlu 
M.S. in Mathematics 
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Metin Gürses 
September 1994
We consider all possible theories in spherically symmetric Riemannian 
geometry in D-dimensions. We find solutions to such theories, in particu­
lar black hole solutions of the low energy limit of the string theory in D- 
dimensions.
Keywords : Gravitation, higher dimensions, black holes, low energy 
limit, spherical symmetry.
Ill
ÖZET
YÜKSEK BOYUTLARDA KÜRESEL SİMETRİK 
GRAVİTASYON TEORİLERİ
Emre Sermutlu 
Matematik Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Metin Gürses 
Eylül 1994
D boyutlu küresel simetrik Riemann geometrisinde mümkün olan bütün 
teorileri ele alarak çözümleri inceledik. Bir özel hal olarak sicim teorisinin 
düşük enerji limitinde kara delik çözümleri bulduk.
Anahtar Kelimeler : Gravitasyon, yüksek boyutlar, kara delikler, düşük 
enerji limiti, küresel simetri.
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C h ap ter 1
Introduction
In the classical relativity, the lagrangian contains only the Ricci scalar. On 
the other hand we learned from the low energy limit of string theory that 
the classical lagrangian contains all possible invariants constructed from the 
curvature tensor and the matter fields. Depending upon the order of the 
string tension parameter, this lagrangian is an infinite series expansion in 
these invariants, i.e.
L — \J—gR + ^
n = l
( 1.1)
Here a is the inverse of the string tension and Ln are functions containing 
the invariants up to order. There are several examples where the sum is 
terminated at some value n. For instance when n = 2 we have Gauss-Bonnet 
theory
L =  -  AR’Rii + R ). ( 1.2)
For different n we have the Lovelock theorem: In d-dimensions divergence- 
free second order symmetric tensors constructed from the metric and its first 
two derivatives are given by
m—1
Ai _  nlhi...h2p U3\j2 n h k  . . . u32p-\32p , ci
^3 ^V^ 33\--’32p ^/11/12-^ /13/14 ^h2p-\h2p ‘
p = l
(1.3)
where m = |n  if n is even, m = |( n  +  1) if n is odd.
Boulware and Deser [2] found two solutions for the Einstein plus Gauss- 
Bonnet lagrangian, one of them asymptotically flat, the other asymptotically 
anti-de Sitter.
Wiltshire [4] slightly generalized the previous results by including a 
Maxwell field. Wheeler [5] has considered the most general second-order grav­
ity theory in arbitrary dimensions and analyzed asymptotically flat spheri­
cally symmetric static solutions, and cosmological solutions. Whitt [6] ex­
tended Wheeler’s work to non-static space-times.
The Schwarzschild solution which describes the uncharged black holes in 
general relativity also describes (to a good approximation) uncharged black 
holes in string theory. But, this is not the case for charged black holes. The 
dilaton has a coupling to so the Reissner-Nordström solution is not even 
an approximate solution of string theory.
Charged black holes were first analyzed by Gibbons-Maeda [7] and GHS 
(Garfinkle, Horowitz, Strominger) [8] independently.
Black hole solutions depend on dimension and number of physical param­
eters. In this work we find D-dimensional solutions with three independent 
parameters, mass M, electric charge Q, and the dilaton charge S. We also 
extend the Levi-Civita Bertotti-Robinson metrics to D-dimensions and prove 
that they solve all field equation arising from a variational principle.
Spherically Sym m etric R iem annian  
G eom etry
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The metric of a static and spherically symmetric D-dimensional spacetime is 
given by:
ds^ = -A H t^  + B V  + (2.1)
where A,B,C depend only on r. is the metric on Sd- 2 · The metric
can be rewritten as gij = —AHitj -t- B^hkj  -1- C^hij, where U =  Sj, ki — ¿¿, 
hij =metric on D-2 sphere for i, j  > 2, hoi = hu = 0.
Christoffel symbols are given by
^im ~ 2^ T 9nm,j 9jm,n) (2 .2)
~~ H" tmkj) + AA' kHjtm + B k^k jk jy^  — CC' k^hj^
+cc'(A ;fc„  + /4% ) + r ; ,y „ , (2.3)
where F i s  the christoffel symbol on D — 2 sphere.
The Riemann tensor is given by
r>i _ p i _ p i I p i p n    p i p n
■^jml '*■ j/,m   ^ jm^l ' nm^ j l   ^ nl^ jm (2.4)
АА'И'\ ( СС'В'\
Rijml =  ( 5 ) Ч^ ^ЛЧгпЬ] +  ( СС -  IВ
,А А 'С С \ , , С Ю '\ , ,.^2 0
Q2 ЦгпЫ][о'1'г\ Q2 I ^
В )
s i j m l ) (2.5)
where Rsijmi = hi[mhi]j.
Riemann tensor can be rewritten as
Rijml — QjlSim QjmSil ~H Qim^ jl ffilRmj 4" lj2Rijk---nHml ( •^5)
where
Rij — i^o^ij 4" +  r\^z9iji (2.7)
Mu = _ 2) ^ Н^дц (2.8)
which turns out to be
Mij —{D -Z ) \ , ^  1  ^ ,(J2(D-Z)  ^ 2(7^ *^^  ’ (2.9)
the tensor is the volume form of S'd- 2, i-e.
Hij---k — y^^ i^j-'-k (2.10)
Here the scalars are given by
Щ =
ni =
T]2 =
Q2{D-2) / Д// (77/
(£>- 3)! V AR2 “  '  CB^ j  ’
A'C' C" B'C' 
~AC ~ C BC'
( 2. 11)
q 2(d- z) (  ^ q A j^ 'Q'c  A"C^  , A'B'C  ^ ^ _ B'C'C
( D - i y .
1 -  + 4-B^ AB^ AB^ AB^ 
4
4- B^ B^
73 =
A 'C
AB^C
(2.12)
The Ricci tensor, Ricci scalar and Einstein tensor can be computed from 
Riemann as follows:
Rij — -  4) + T}2) + + T}z{D -  1)
+77i(i) -  2)kikj +  -  2) +  r)2]Mij,
9ij
(2.13)
«  = -  4)(B -  1) +  , 2(»  -  2)1 +
-\-T]zD(D — 1), (2.14)
G'.i =  - —  ^ i n o i D  -  4)(D -  2) + , 2(fl -  3)) + -  2)2(72(D-2)'
A"^T]z{D — 1){D — 2) gij ■]- rj\{D — 2)kikj 
-k[f]o{B ~  2) +  r)2]Mij. (2.15)
The covariant derivatives of and ki are given as
— —P[{^ — ‘2‘)B{j...m^l T kiHlj,„m T kjHil„,m ... + kmHij...l]j (2.16)
Wikj = piQij +  p2^ij + pzkikj (2.17)
where
P = 7T
(y_
C pi =
A'C + A C  
2AB^C
P2 =
C2{D-2)
{D -  3)! AB^C P3 —
(AB)' 
AB '
(2.18)
The covariant derivatives of Hij...k and ki are expressed only in terms 
of themselves and the metric tensor. Riemann tensor is given in terms of 
, 9ij and ki. Hence we have the following theorem:
T heorem  1 Covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor Rijki, the ten­
sor Hij and the vector ki at any order are expressible only in terms of 
1 ffij ) k{.
Since contraction of k’ with vanishes, the only symmetric tensors
constructable out of Hij...k , gij and k{ are Mij, the metric tensor gij and k{kj. 
Then the following theorems hold:
T heorem  2 Any second rank symmetric tensor constructed out of the Rie­
mann tensor, antisymmetric tensor Hij...k, dilaton field <j> = f(r)  and their 
covariant derivatives is a linear combination of Mij , gij and kikj.
Let this symmetric tensor be E-j. Then we have
E'ij — o’lMij +  cT2gij +  cr^kikj (2.19)
where cti, ct2 and <73 are scalars which are functions of the metric functions, 
invariants constructed out of the curvature tensor Rijku ^ i j  and the dilaton 
field.
T heorem  3 Any vector constructed out of the Riemannian tensor 
Rijki, Hij___k the dilaton field f  =  (f){r) and their covariant derivatives is 
proportional to ki.
Let this vector be E f  Hence
E'; = aki (2.20)
where cr is a scalar like (Tj , ct2, <73.
Theorem 2 has an application:
T heorem  4 In a spherically symmetric, D-dimensional spacetime, the coef­
ficients ai in the identity
+ 0.2Rim.Rj + O'sRjminRE^ + dáRij + «SÍ'ti — 0 (2.21)
can he found in terms of the rji.
This can be easily seen if we write each of the symmetric tensors as a 
combination of Mjj, kikj. Let us denote these tensors as follows:
R^Rja
f?. .
jyabc p-^ jabc
Rij —
Pi9ij +  1^2 Mi j + fd^kikj 
^4dij +  1^5 Mi j + 0ekikj 
+  PsMij +  ^dkikj 
fi9ij T f2Mij T fskikj. (2.22)
Thus, we obtain
/0701 + ^\a2 +  ^4^3 + fl<^ 4 + 05 =  0,
/^ 8^ 1 + (d2d2 +  PsQ'Z + / 2O4 = 0,
+  PqO'Z + / 3O4 = 0·
(2.23)
Provided we know 04 and 05, we can compute ci, 02, 03.
Let’s denote
7^ /^ 1 4^
8^ (^ 2 5^
9^ 3^ /^ 6
£ (2.24)
then,
ay =  -^[(/?2^6-/?3A)(/ia4 + a5) + (/53^4-^i;^6)(/2a4) +  (Ai05-^2^4)(/3a4)],
(2.25)
02 = —'P[(/05/?9~/^6/^8)(/lO4 + ®5) + (/^6^7“ /^4/^8)(/2®4)‘b(^4/^8 ^S^T){.tzO>^\i
(2.26)
as = —^[(j3s^s — ^ 2^9)(Jı<^4-l·a5) -h (^ 1/39 — ^ 3/3r)(/2a4) + — /3i/38)(/sa4)]·
(2.27)
We will give jd’s explicitly in appendix.
We may also write the Riemann tensor in the form
fiijml ~  QjlSim ffjmSil "h QimSjl QilSmi d" ^2FijFmli (2.28)
where AB
Fij — Q2 ~
Other tensors are defined similar to the previous case, i.e.
(2.29)
Sij — cq Alij d" Cl h{hj d" ^^39ij^ (2.30)
Mii = Frn,Fr -  -F^gij
The scalars are given as
(2.31)
eo
ei
62
63
= C ^ -
= Vu
C'"C^ C^C'A'
AB^ ’
(2.32)
= -C M l-  — +C" A W  A"C^ A'B'C^ CC" B'C'C"d- +B"^  AB^ AB^ AB^ 52 53
= 73-
Notice that when D = 4, Mij = Mij, and 62 = —72·
The covariant derivatives of Fij , ki and U are given as
3C  A C
^iFij = ~pT~Fijki QQ3 ^i9ji)i
C
(2.33)
'^ikj = p\9ij d- P2AIij d- pzkikj,
8
(2.34)
A'
^ i t j  ^  {tikj -|- (2.35)
where p2 = P'^ · covariant derivatives of Fij and ki are expressed
in terms of themselves, metric tensor and U. So we have a similar theorem 
for an extended set:
T heorem  5 Covariant derivatives of the Riemann tensor Rijki, the anti­
symmetric tensor Fij, and the vectors ki and ti at any order are expressible 
only in terms of Fij, ki, ti and gij.
Chapter 3
Schwarzs child and R eissner-N ordstrom  
Solutions
These are the earliest spherically symmetric solutions, obtained in 1916, so 
they deserve a short rewiew here.
Let’s take the line element as
ds^ = —A^dt^ +  B^dr^ + r^dCl .^ (3.1)
In other words, take C{r) = r. Our equation is
Gij = 0. (3.2)
We have already computed Gij in terms of gij, kikj and Mij (2.15), so equating 
the coefficients of these terms to zero, we obtain three equations:
-  4 )(c  -  2) + „ (£ ) -  3)1 +  ^ ( D  -  2) + - l ) ( D - 2 ) =  0,
(3.3)
„(D -2) = 0, (3.4)
TJo{B — 2) + 7/2 — 0)
10
(3.5)
(3.4) gives
A' B'
4 + B (3.6)
so A B  = Cl but the boundary condition for the metric to be Lorentzian at 
infinity requires that ci =  1.
Thus
AB = 1. (3.7)
Using (3.5), we can find 772 in terms of t/o · Inserting 772 and substituting 
B = (3.3) gives
AA" +  A'" +  - ^ A A '  = 0, (3.8)
which is actually
u' + (T)-2)- = 0
r
(3.9)
where u = A A'.
Thus A'  ^ = C2 + C3r “^+^. Inserting this in (3.5), we find that C2 = 1,
so
A^ =
2m
 ^ j.D-3 ’
B^ = ( 1 j.D-3
-1
(3.10)
where 2m is the integration constant C3.
So we obtain the Schwarzschild solution. For Reissner-Nordstrom solution 
we have to take electrostatic charge Q into account.
Our equation is
11
Gij — Tij (3.11)
where
T,,· = -2 FiNF¡^ - (3.12)
FtT = Q
AB
r D - 2 (3.13)
Tij turns out to be
r^(D-4)
Thus we obtain the same set of equations except for(3.5). 
Proceeding in a similar manner, instead of (3.8) we obtain
// , .^ 2 , ( ^ - 2 ) , , ,  J D - 3 )AA"  +  /1'  ^+ -^----- -^AA! =  - 2
[D -  2) r2(^ -2) ’
which is actually
{r^-^AA'y _ ^^{D-3)
„ D - 2 { D - 2 )  r2(^-2)’
so we find
A^ = -2Q^( D- 2 ) ( D- Z )
-2(D-3)
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
But this is the non-homogeneous solution, we have to add the solution of 
(3.8) to this.
Thus
12
=  1 -
2m 2Q^
rD-3 p  _  2) [D -  3) г2р-з) ’
=  1 -
2m 2g^ -1
rD-3 ( Z ) - 2 ) p - 3 ) r 2 P -3 ) ^ (3.18)
Here integration constants are found by the asymptotic behaviour of the 
solution:
lim — 1) = —2M,
r —>oo
lim r ~^^ FtT — Q- (3.19)
13
C hapter 4
L evi-C ivita B ertotti-R obinson  M etric
4.1 E in ste in ’s equation
An example is the Levi-Civita Bertotti-Robinson (LCBR) metric in D- 
dimensions
ffij — 2 ( Cfjkikj -j- r /itj) (4.1)
where hij is the metric on Sd- 2 , U =  S- , k  = 6^  , q and co are constants. 
This is the previous metric with the choice A = ^, B = , C — q, then
CoBij — (4.2)
= F ^ jF r  -  \F ^m „ (4.3)
— 63 — ^ ^ i j  — Cq q  1
__ __ __ __ o2Q_^2\
Rijkl = q^ldjl^ik — gjk^il -|- QikMjl — guMkj] H 2 BijR-ml, (4.4)
Rij e i{D  -  3) + + ^ I ( Z )  -  3) -  ^\g .i , (4.5)
14
1 ,1Ga = q\(D  -  3) + + — [ -  -  (Z) -  3)%
Cq ¿q Cq (4.6)
It is easily seen that
ViFij = 0 VmRijkl = 0 (4.7)
If we consider the Einstein’s equations
Gij — Tij (4.8)
where
rr  . _  rp _  _ p 2tj — mj J- I yij (4.9)
and Fij(E.M) = eFij, we obtain
(r> -  3) + ^
_1_
V 4
= e , 
=  A
(4.10)
where A is the cosmological constant. To eliminate the cosmological constant, 
we let ^  = |T> — 3|. It is interesting that spacetime is conformally flat only 
for D = 4.
We can obtain the same equations using the expression (2.15). This time we 
have to choose
Ti _ rj TTm‘'’n  ij — i
1
2(T> - 2 ) H^ g.o (4.11)
and Hij...k = eHij...k· When the cosmological constant is set equal to zero, 
we obtain
15
C n  =
° [D -  3)2 ■ (4.12)
Hence the higher dimensional [D > 4) Levi-Civita Bertotti-Robinson space- 
times without cosmological constants can not be conformally flat.
4.2 T he Solutions o f Lovelock Theory
In the following generalized Kronecker delta defined by
^3l32“-JN
SY 6Yn 3N
C  ■.. 8T3N
(4,13)
According to a theorem by Lovelock, the only symmetric tensor 
=  A^^{grs\grs,t : grs^ tu) for which A\] =  0 is
m —1
= E
p = l
(4.14)
where a and are arbitrary constants. We have found the equation for 
n =  5,6
ciniTi2 r>m\m2 i cin\n2nznj  ^ p m im 2  umzm^ _ O■‘ n^iri2 m^^morn'\rnA■^ n^^ no ^ tl-xua a  ^ ^J771] 7712 77137714 Til Tl2 713 714 (4.15)
which is
G i j  +  a o l ( R ^  -  4 R “^Ra6 +  R^'^'''^Rabcd)gij +  ^ { 2 R 1 R j a  +  2 R , a i b R ‘^ '’ -  R R i j -
Rf^^Rjabc)] =
(4.16)
where ao = —^
16
We know that every symmetric tensor of rank two can be written as a 
linear combination of gij, Mij and kikj. To calculate these we need the 
following:
For the LCBR metric
ds^ = ^  + Cg dr^ + r^dO,^^
where q and cq are constants, we have
(4.17)
Vo
Vi
V2
V3
O iacg
=  0,
( Z ) - 3 ) ( c g - l )
OiCn
=  0 .
(4.18)
If we insert these values in ¿i, ¿2, is we find
=  7 r ^ - A r ^  + ^ ( D - 3 ) ( D - m D - 5 ) - ^ J D - 3 ) ( D - 4 ) ,  (4.19)
Zq Cq Zq q 9" Co
t2 — — \ D — —j )  —
a  V 4
1 \  4ao(T> 3)(Z) i l  ^  ^2^ ^ _  5 ]^^  (4 20)
¿3 = 0. (4.21)
Field equations reduce to ¿1 = A, ¿2 = ¿3 = 0. This gives relations between 
constants of the theory and the constants of the metric.
For Z1 = 5 we obtain
-  Sao 
q^  + 2^ i^ Cq — 8q;o
17
2 q \ l \ ,
0
(4.22)
which gives Cq — ^ ox — —j  
For Z) = 6 we obtain
q \ l - 9 c l ) ^ 2 ^ a o { c l - l )  = 2q^c^^\,
— 24ao(l +  Cq) =  0.
(4.23)
which gives q^  = 4ao, Cq =  — |  for A = 0 and
9 =
Cn —
—3 “H \/9 -|- 24cx()X 
A ’
q^  -  24ao
(4.24)
9^(3 + A) ’
for A ^  0.
So there is no solution for 5 or 6 dimensional spacetimes without a cos­
mological constant.
4.3 Solution o f th e  m ost general theory
The Lagrangian of the most general theory will be a scalar containing the 
Riemann tensor, metric tensor, and their derivatives, contractions and mul­
tiple products of all orders. But, according to theorem 2, all second rank 
symmetric tensors constructed out of these will be expressible in terms of 
gij, Mij^ and kikj.
■ So, whatever the theory is, we’ll obtain two equations for the LCBR 
metric, because the coefficient of the kikj term will automatically vanish. 
This will give us two algebraic equations for two unknown constants in the 
metric, namely q and Cq. These equations may or may not have a solution 
according to theory. For example, in the preceding case, in =  5,6 we have 
no solution.
18
Chapter 5
Solutions o f the Low Energy Limit o f the  
String Theory
The gravitational field equations obtained from the low energy limit of the 
string theory can be obtained from the following lagrangian
L = —-------------- (VS f  -  -2^2 [ D - 2 ) k^^ 4 (5.1)
The field equations are
_ 8
( D  -  2 )
д.фд.ф - Fr^i-n - , (5,2)
= 0, (5.3)
a,-(V=i g-’ д,ф) + = о, (5.4)
where Fij is the Maxwell and ф is the dilaton field. Here i j  = 1,2,..., D > 4.
In static spherically symmetric spacetimes, gravitational field equations first 
lead to
19
T]o{D -4){D -2)\ rj2{P -  3)(L> -  3)! r j ,{D -2 )  r^^{D ~ 1){D -  2)
2C^{d-2) + 2C'2(^ -2) ^ F2 2
(/) -  2)B^ = 0, (5.5)
(5.6)
,o(fl -  2)! + ,,^(D -  3)! -  = 0.
^D-2
(5.7)
Dilaton equation is:
8
i)-2
^D-2 It
B °  t
' a e A B t t^ Q ^
2 (7^ -2 = 0. (5.8)
From (5.5) and (5.6) we obtain
[ A C ‘^ y C
B
= A BC^-^ (5.9)
where d =  D - 3 .  Using the freedom in choosing the r coordinate we can let
ABC^-^ = r ^ ~ \ (5.10)
by using (5.9) and (5.10) we obtain
^2 (J2d ^  ^2d _  yd q. ¿2 (5.11)
where 6i and 62 are integration constants.
A combination of the dilaton (5.3) and gravitational field equations (5.2) 
gives
20
(5.12)
where T  is defined as
T =
+ Ci)rd-\
(^ 2d _  26ir‘^ -)- ¿2) ( d + iy a e
(5.13)
Defining now
(5.14)
the equation (5.12) becomes
— 2b\r^ + ¿2 d'il> dp
dr^~ + +" (5.15)
The constants are given by
a =
p = 
=
{d + l ) ^ a l  
n d  ’
—(ci + 61),
up — ^(u  T 1).
(5.16)
Now, if we solve the auxiliary equation
r^“ — 26ir“ +  62 dp 
dr^~^ dr
(5.17)
and insert p above, we obtain
f> ^  = ('P + i^ f  + (5.18)
Note that p depends on the sign of A = 6j — 62· can be found from by
21
Ofg J  p
(5.19)
where ki = The metric function C is connected to (f) as
C  {r^ + c,)r d - l
C (r2<^  -  26ir<^  + 62) { d + i y OLp
(5.20)
this gives us
'"(f = ( /
U + bi + Cl \  CXe
— i ------- :— d u  —  — <p— A ) 2a
(5.21)
where u = — bi.
Metric functions A and B  can be found from C through the equations (5.10) 
and (5.11).
We have three different cases according to the sign of A,
Case 1 A > 0 In p{r) =
Case 2 A = 0 In p{r) =
Case 3 A < 0 In p{r) =
ri -  r '■ ( f e i )  ■
r —
v/=A
arctan
'r<^-bi 7T
(5.22)
where rf = bi + \/A , — b\ — \/A , .
The integration constants cq and ^0 are determined through the asymptotic 
behaviour of the functions C{r) and 4>{r).
lim ^ =  0^ =  0, (5.23)
l im ^ ( d  =  c. = l.
r-*-oo f
(5.24)
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To determine the remaining integration constants, we use the asymptotic 
behaviour of the metric, scalar field and the tensor field Fij as follows:
l im rV ^ ^ * - l)  =
i-oo
lim =
lim Ftr
2k^M
^d+l + 1) '
Ky/d~-^
2 c^/+i
Q
s,
^d+l
(5.25)
CASE 1
A > 0 (5.26)
Which means there are two roots to the equation (5.11). According to 
the sign of we have three distinct solutions
Type 1
< 0 = 
_  A — ^ +  C2{X +
1 — C2/9^^ (5.27)
The metric functions become
_ -  r i ) { r ^ - r i )A" = (J2d =
2^d-2 q 2
(H — rf){r‘^ — r^) ’
== (’■ -'■S ^ C2
(5.28)
Dilaton field is given as
e"'-^  = (1 -C 2) / - '1 — C2 /9^^
A:i
(5.29)
The constants are given by
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ko =
{a + i y
(rf -  r^) _  {ly +  afi) 
2 (a + 1) (5.30)
Undetermined integration constants are rj, T2, ci and C2· From the boundary 
condition (5.25) we find that
2 M
S
Q
l  2^
L1-C2 
1 + C2 
.1 -  C2
A --- 63.
1 -  C2
\  0, n
X — fj,
ei,
2^) (5.31)
The constants ti are given by
Cl —
62 =
63 =
2 Ad.)·! (d +  1)
(a + l)«2 ’
Aj+l Q(e(d+ 1)?
8 (a + 1)k
2 Ad+\
\
(¿+ 1)^
(a +  1)
(5.32)
Note that, we have four integration constants (ci, C2, rf and r^) but there 
exists only three equations to determine them. Also note that c\ does not 
appear in the solution directly, so we have a freedom in cj. (c2 1) In order
to complete the solution,we need to determine the integration constants in 
terms of the physical parameters M, S and Q. Let us define some auxiliary 
variables to solve the set of algebraic equations (5.31)
Ti
T3
0+1 62
,oS 2M,
(—  + — )>6l
= ^ ı - 4^2I rp2  *
^ 1 /2M E,
d -y L 6l 62
(5.33)
Then the integration constants are
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AC2
±^3^1,
^2,
-1  + 1 ± ^ 3·
(5.34)
and
The reality of T3 imposes
A =
afj? +  A^
o 4“ 1
(5.35)
M  gYi > s \Q\ (5.36)
where g and s are given by
ae (d +  1) /^2 q = ---- --------------
4d/c
' (d + l)(ii + 1)
(5.37)
Such an inequality has been found by Gibbons and Wells for D=4.
When A > 0 we have two roots. In general these roots are the singular 
points of the space-time. If the integration constants satisfy some additional 
constraints one of these roots becomes regular. In this case we have a black 
hole solution carrying mass M,  electric charge Q and scalar charge S. An 
invariant of the space-time is the scalar curvature is given by
R = Ai
—¡1 A Y
2A
■C2p^
+2A
+ A 2
2 k·,
( 1-C2 )-^ +2
[ r^d -  rf){r<^  -  ri)Y + ^  
(5.38)
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where
Zl
A 2
d{a +  1)
8
d + l
(afx + A),
at (5.39)
{D -  4) 
2 { D - 2)'
As r ^  Ti we have a singularity unless we choose = X. By this choice, 
jji =  ''i and hence ~  {r^ — rf)d, ~  {r^ — r f y  around the horizon, 
so 72 0.
If we insert these values for ¡j, and A in the solution, we obtain
C2 { r i - r f ) Y "
C2 — 2^
(5.40)
At this point, the choice of T2 = 0 gives Gibbons-Maeda solution, whereas 
the choice of C2 = ^  gives the GHS solution. It is easy to show that Gibbons-
Maeda metric is the same as the GHS metric with r > T2 .
Type 2
A > 0
= V tan(c2 u\n p) — ¡X (5.41)
/  dp =  — In [cos(c2 -f 1/ In /?)] — /i In /3 -H C3 (5.42)
J p
After similar steps as the previous type, we arrive at the solution
(r^ -  rf)(r ‘^ -  r^) ,2 d -2
C2d
= { r ^ - r i ) p
=
rf-r^ Mfcl 
2 2
C0S(C2 v\np)
(H — rf)(r^ — r^) ’
-[k2
cos C2
(5.43)
(5.44)
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Scalar field is given as
cos C2
/9^  C0S(C2 + и\пр) (5.45)
Physical parameters are found using (5.25)
2M — (a/x + z/tan C2) Cl, 
E = (—/X + i/tan С2) 62,
V
Q — 3^?cos C2
(5.46)
sin C2 
1/ tan C2
T2,
63 T i
Тг.
(5.47)
The condition |sinc2| < 1 imposes
M  ^s  < -5 IQ I (5.48)
where g and s are defined in (5.37). We also have to check the sign of A.
. 1 ,aS2 4 M \  Q2
Here the sign of A puts a constraint on the physical variables.
(5.49)
Type 3
—  0,
Ф = - g  - 1
In /9 + C2 ’
(5.50)
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/  —^ dp — — ln(ln p + C2) — In /? + C3, 
J P
(5.51)
C2
f^{c2 + In/9)
(5.52)
r^ d /c2H-ln/9\ j  j  ¿ . , 1-  I— --- I [{r - r ^ j i r  2 (5.53)
Physical parameters are found using (5.25)
2M
E
Q
{an -  —)ei, 
C2
{-fJ·----- )e2,C2
63
2c2
(5.54)
The solution is
n = - T 2,
 ^ -  T---- — Ji,
C2
(5.55)
(5.56)
which gives
63
= Ti. (5.57)
This is the equality case of the inequality (5.36).
CASE 2
A = 0 (5.58)
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Then there is one root to the equation (5.11). Denote it by rf.
A = (r^ -  rf) (5.59)
(rd _
= { r ^ - 4 ) p -
C2 d  ’ =
j.2d-2 Q2
!±hl
[rd — ’
C0S(C2
C0S(C2)
(5.60)
(5.61)
Scalar field is given as
=
cos C2
p^  ^ COs(c2 + i/lnp)
(5.62)
CASE 3
A < 0 (5.63)
This case is similar to the previous one.
cos C2 ifci
p>^ COs(c2 +  1/ In p)
(5.64)
2 (r^^ -  2b,r<^  + 62)
C2d =
^2d-2 q 2
( r 2ci _  2 6 i H  +  62 ) ’
COs(c2 + i/ In p) ■ 2^
COs(c2)
(5.65)
(5.66)
In cases 2 and 3, the relation of physical parameters to integration constants 
are exactly the same as case 1 type 2, the only difference being the sign of 
A, hence equation(5.49).
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C h a p ter  6
C onclusion
In this study, we considered D-dimensional spherically symmetric space times 
and obtained the Riemann tensor in compact form. Using this expression, we 
established certain theorems concerning any spherically symmetric theory of 
gravitation. As a special case, we considered the Lovelock theory in 5 and 6 
dimensions with the LCBR metric, which simplifies most of the expressions. 
Then we considered the low energy limit of the string theory and obtained 
black hole solutions carrying mass, electrostatic charge, and dilaton charge. 
We also generalized an inequality concerning physical parameters of the black 
hole to D-dimensions.
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C h ap ter  7
A ppendix
m :  =
a{D — 4)
2(72
MinM^
M.-nP =
a
9 i j )4(7^
a
) (7.1)
where
Mij = a{hl] J _  ( g - 3 ) !^  (72(£>-3) ■ (7.2)
Using these, we can compute several contractions of Sij^ which in turn will 
be used to compute the contractions of the Riemann tensor. Now we’ll define 
new variables that will simplify the coefficients.
(7.3)
5ii =
nn
9· 9^^OinO 
Sink^ =
—  ^0 M i j  + B ^ ^ i k i k j  + ^ d i j i
(^^ 0 + Ci)9ij + <^o iz— Mij + (^ 1 + — ioi\)B^kikj^
("■0*^ 0 + 6  + 7:^3)ki,
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SinM?
S'"/) ■Hjn
qmnr L
2(^0 +
— ('^ 0 + <^3) 2C2 (7.4)
Now we can compute the second rank tensors in terms of Qij, Mij and
kikj
R^Rja
P ■ ·
Dabc r>^jabc
R i j
l i^dij + /^ 2 Mij + /^^ kikj, 
l^ 4dij 4” 1^5 Mij “I" /?6 ki kj,
7^9ij + 8^ Mij + ¡Sgkikj, 
fi9ij + /2 Mij +
(7.5)
where
'^^ 0 + 1^ +  (-^ ~ 3)^06 + 6 6  + 2^2 {D — ^){D — 4)^06 
+(i> — 4 )6 6  + 2(7? — 1 )6 6  + (7? — 1 )6 6  + (7? — l)^-^6
ft = ^[(/)-2)(£>-4K„" + 2(i)-2K„{,+2(£>-3)i„i2 + 266 + i^  
+2(7? — 1)(7? — 2 )6 6  + 2(7? — 1)66)
^3 = 52[-2(T? -  2 ) 6 6 + 7 ? (7 ? -2)^2^ 2(7?- 1 ) ( 7 ? - 2 )6 6 ],
^4 = ---- 2 ^^0 “ 2^ 06 — l)i,^  + {D — 3)io6  + 2 i^i3 + 2^ 2
+ ( 6  -  2)(D -  4)i„6  + (3D -  4 )6 6  + l ( D  -  2 )6 6  - H D -  l)" ij.
/^ 5 — — [{D -  2)(D -  4)6" + 2 ( D -  2 )6 6  + 2(D -  3 )6 6  +  6 6  +  &a
+ ( 7 ? - 2 ) % 6  + (7 ? -2 )6 6 ] ,
fie = ( 7 ? - 2)266(7? - 2 ) 6 6 + 6 6  + ( 7 ? - 2 ) 6 6 ] ,
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^7 = (D -  -  2 6 6  + 2^ 1 + 2 6 6  + +  ‘¿{D -  4)^o6 + 4 6 6
+2^2^3 + 2(Z) — 1)<^ 3,
(72
fh  =  —a 2{D -  4)(fo + 4(fo6 + 4<^ o6 +  ^  + 4 ^ 6
^9 = 2 ( L > - 2 ) 5 '6 ( 6 + 2 6 )
and
(7.6)
/ i  = j(io (£ ’ - 4 )  + 6 )  + 6 + i 3 ( i > - l ) .  
— ( i„ ( £ l - 2 ) + 6 ) ,
Of
/2
/3
(7.7)
=  B \ D - 2 ) ( „
If we insert these in (4.16), we obtain
[ f , - ^ - R  +  a o { R ^  -  ^ R a b R ^ '  +  RabcdR^'^^  +  8/3 i  +  8 ^ 4  -  0 7  -  4 / ? / i )  
+  [/2  +  <^ o( 8/^2 +  8/^5 “  4/?8 “  4 72 / 2 )]
+ [ / 3  + < ^ 0 (8 ^ 3 + 8/?6  “  4/5g — 4 7 2 / 3 )] 2^% 0 ij
9ij
(7.8)
We can rewrite it as
^i9i j d" + t^k ik j  — 0 (7.9)
So, the field equations will reduce to t\ =  A, 2^ — 3^ — 0> where these 
coefficients are given as
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